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From the editor…. 
 
‘Primitive’ is a word that’s thrown around in many different circles at present, but 
what does it really mean.  For some people it is a reminder of rich past heritage, for 
others is it a craft & decorative trend, but for many, it has become a lifestyle.   
 
In this issue of Inspire, we look at what ‘Primitive’ actually means, and shed some 
light on what is represented by such a trend…and we’ve been on the lookout for  
some of the best Primitive Craft Directories on the net.   
 
Our Christmas Block of the Month continues, and we meet Alisa Tilsner, our new  
papercrafts Guru.   
 
 Christmas is coming our way very very fast so make sure you check out our next 

two editions.  November and December will be jam packed with all things 
Christmas.  Next year we have some very exciting things planned for 
you, so if you’re not on the mailing list yet, make sure you sign up so 
you don't miss out! 
 

 

Nicole Jones & the Team  
Inspire Online Magazine 
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What is primitive... 
The word ‘Primitive’ seems to be associated with a lot of things at present.  Anything dark or grungy looking seems to 
be assigned a ‘primitive’ label.  But what is all the ‘Primitive’ fuss about..what is the meaning behind this trend… 
 
The word Primitive generally means ‘simple’, or ‘unsophisticated’, and is most often tied to earlier times in American  
history where money was very tight.  People created simple items from what they had laying around the house.  There 
wasn’t such a thing as craft shops to get their supplies from...nor would they have had the money to buy.  There  
definitely wasn't the range of colors and products we take for granted in this day and age.  They went about creating 
simple gifts and decorations for their homes from rags and other bits and pieces laying around.   Time and effort went 
into making gifts for friends and family, toys for their kids, decorations for their homes.  These items represented the 
true meaning of ‘Handmade with Love’. 
 
In our current cultures, one of the more recent trends has been the Primitive trend.  Simple projects, basic colors (often 
dark and grungy), and the replication of items that represent important parts of this rich American history such as the 
Barn Star and the simple but creative treatment of fabrics to achieve different looks. 
 
One of the popular Primitive crafts that represents this time well, is the ‘Make-do’.  We’ve all seen them but what is their 
meaning?  A Make-do is exactly as it reads.  An item created for decoration or a gift, all sorts of shapes, sizes, and 
styles, the creator simply ‘made-do’ with the items they had laying around the house.   
 

Not simply anything brown or antique... 
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The ‘Primitive’ trend is huge in America, and crafters and decorators in other parts of the world including Australia 
have also embraced this Trend.   There are hundreds of websites that sell Primitive styled items, but I have chosen a 
few directories that I think are worthwhile checking out.   You’ll need a coffee or tea first…. 

 
 

Primitive websites of interest... 

PRIMITIVE CRAFT DIRECTORIESPRIMITIVE CRAFT DIRECTORIESPRIMITIVE CRAFT DIRECTORIESPRIMITIVE CRAFT DIRECTORIES    
 

www.thechocolatecrowtrader.com 
www.primitivecrossroads.com 

www.primstreet.com 
www.theprimmarket.com 
www.primitivesampler.com 
www.primcraftmall.com 
www.folkartsquare.com 
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www.thechocolatecrowtrader.com/treann's_place_country.htm
www.clothtocreation.com


Introducing alisa tilsner... 
This month we are proud to welcome Alisa Tilsner onto the team at Inspire as our Papercrafts Expert.  
We thought it fitting this month to introduce her by asking some very important questions... 

What was your first papercraft experience? 
 I’m actually a self taught stamper, so my first go at papercraft was me sitting in my kitchen following card  
 making instructions to  make samples to display when I started my Party Plan Business. 

What was it that got you hooked on papercrafts? 
 I really enjoy being able to be arty without the ability to draw.  I can’t draw so I stamp LOL 

What are your favorite color combinations? 
 Oh gosh, this is a hard one, but I’m really drawn to any of the Earth Elements range by Stampin’ Up!  I also like deep pinks, not bright 
but deep. 

What is your favorite papercraft product at the moment? 
 My favourite product would have to be Watercolour Paper and the Aquapainters, I love to colour! 

You are a ‘Stampin up’ Demonstrator…..what do you like about Stampin up products?  The thing I like most about Stampin’ Up! 
is the fact that everything matches.  There are 4 main colour families, everything from cardstock to inkpads, to accessories are all in 
coordinating colours, so it makes for a very professional finish.  The colours just blend together beautifully.  I also love the way the 
stamps are packaged in sets, it makes them a lot more affordable, and you can have endless possibilities with one set. 

You have a fascinating blog……..what sorts of things can people get involved in….   
 I have lots of different things on my blog, mostly card ideas, but from time to time I also have colour  
 challenges, product shares, Stamps by Mail, video tutorials and Technique Classes.                Continued Pg 7 
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COMPETITIONS 

www.thechocolatecrowtrader.com


You have had a number of projects published in different craft magazines.  Can you share a few of your recent ones? 
 I’ve recently had some paper piecing cards in Cardmaking, Stamping and Papercrafts, but look out for a Christmas Challenge and I’ve 
just had some Faux Woodgrain projects accepted. 

Papercraft projects have some very practical uses..what do you use your finished projects for? 
 Actually, most of my cards end up in a big box (*blush*) but I do give them away.  Papercraft is not just scrapbooking and cards either, 
you can create great gift wrapping and boxes too. 

What sorts of things inspire you in your craft.  
 I love a great sketch, colour also gets me inspired. 
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To contact Alisa, or for further information, visit 

www.alisatilsner.com 

I would recommend checking  
out this Blog even if you aren’t into papercrafts.   

www.alisatilsner.com


 

Giveaways... CongratulationsCongratulationsCongratulationsCongratulations to Rosemary Dunn, Karen O’Sullivan, and 
Sharon George.  Please contact us with your address as soon 
as possible so we can send out your prizes. 

To celebrate the launch of our Papercrafts Feature, we are giving away two  
 Scrapbooking Kits, one called ‘Rustic Concertina Journal’ the other ‘Sentiments  

Concertina Journal’, proudly sponsored by Papercrafts Inspirations. 

To win the competition for this Month, 
simply email us with your  

favorite color combination featuring three 
or four colors.    

We will publish these next month. 
admin@inspireonlinemagazine.com 

The results are in on what Crafts 
our Readers are currently  
enjoying: 
 

47% Quilting & Sewing 
39% Scrapbooking & Papercrafts 
9% Beading 
5% Variety of Crafts  
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT... 
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NEWNEWNEWNEW from Buzzy Bee Buttons is  

‘Stitch-a-Label’ 

 
 

A Practical A4 Pattern Book featuring Quilt Label 
Designs,  tips and resources to help you create 

your own Labels. 
 

12 Pre-Designed Labels 
Shape, Font & Wording Templates 

Full instructions on choosing  
designs, colors and creating them 

Extra Ideas 
Internet Links 
Journal Sheet 

Full Size Patterns 
28 Pages 

 

RRP $26.95 
SPECIAL$19.95 

don't use labels? 
These are great 
as stitcheries too! 

www.buzzybeebuttons.com


Editorial 

Create-a-Prim is a website which focuses on Primitive Crafts.   It is  a one stop shop for all your Pattern 
shopping, learning and craft sharing activities.   Create-a-Prim features the following: 
 

SUPER STORE—Hundreds of Patterns available for purchase and instant download for all types of crafts…PLUS other 
Craft Items, E-Books etc 

 
SCHOOL HOUSE—Tips, Tricks, E-Books, a place to Learn. 
 

COMMUNITY—A Forum for Crafters to get together and chat about the items they are creating 
 

GALLERY—Come and see and load pictures of finished products. 
 

NEWS—Read of the latest happenings at Create-a-Prim. 
 
This is a fantastic website which is definitely worth a look.  You nearly need a whole day to  
sit down and read through everything, shop and learn.  This website definitely Inspires….  
 

www.createaprim.comwww.createaprim.comwww.createaprim.comwww.createaprim.com    

www.createaprim.com


FREE PRIMITIVE PROJECTS... 
www.home.att.net/~DLeddy/Primitive.html 

www.craftfreebies.com/primitivepatterns.html 
www.freecraftz.com 

www.freecraftstuff.com 
www.primmart.com 

www.patternmart.com 
www.primitivecrossroads.com 

www.patternpage.com 

TEA DYING FABRIC…..If you’re creating Primitive styled projects, Tea Dying your fabrics before using them is a great way to add 
extra character.  In a large bowl, bucket or sink, place approx 5 tea bags into 2 litres of very hot water.   Allow the tea bags to soak for 
a few minutes before draining them and removing them.  Carefully place your fabric pieces into the solution, ensuring the entire piece 
is submerged.  If it is not, parts of your project will be tea dyed and others will be plain.  The longer you leave your fabric in the 
darker the tea dying will be.  Try and lay the piece of fabric flat if possible. 
 
After say 5 minutes, carefully remove the fabric piece from the solution and check that the color you have is dark enough. NOTE: It 
will dry slightly lighter than the color you see. 
 
Drying your fabric pieces in different ways will create different effects.  For example, if you lay your piece flat while it dries, you will 
simply end up with a reasonably simple pattern on the fabric.  If you scrunch up your fabric and allow it to dry scrunched up, you will 
end up with a crackle type effect.  My favorite though, is starting at one end, and creating little pleats, by scrunching even bits of 
fabric together until you have what looks like the beginnings of a paper fan type design.  This produces primitive lines in your fabric. 
 
Once dry, give your panels a quick iron, don't iron out the creases though, that’s all part of the character! 

A PRIMITIVE TIP... 



www.wahmania.com.au


‘INSPIREINSPIREINSPIREINSPIRE’ CHRISTMAS BOM CHRISTMAS BOM CHRISTMAS BOM CHRISTMAS BOM 
 

‘There’s much more to Christmas 
Than candle-light and cheer; 
It’s the spirit of sweet friendship 
That brightens all the year; 

‘’Its thoughtfulness and kindness, 
Its hope reborn again, 
For peace, for understanding 
And for goodwill to men’. 

‘The Spirit of Christmas’ 

Designed by Nicole Jones of   
Buzzy Bee Buttons. 
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‘INSPIRE’ CHRISTMAS BLOCK OF THE MONTH Continued... 

Block 4Block 4Block 4Block 4    
‘Christmas wreathChristmas wreathChristmas wreathChristmas wreath’    AppliquAppliquAppliquAppliqué panel panel panel panel    
This month we begin work on Block 4 of our Christmas Quilt.  If you missed previous 
parts, they can be found in previous issues or under ‘Articles’ on the website. 
 
What you will need: 
 

8x8in square stripe fabric 
Red-Green Paisley Fabric           Green tonal fabric (11.5 x 12in down) 
Brown Tonal             3 x Red/Burgundy Heart Buttons (optional) 
Matching machine thread (Brown, Green, White)     Vliesofix & Iron 
Baking Paper                                                              
 

Instructions 
 

1. Cut a piece of green tonal to measure approx 11.5in x 12in down.   
2. Print off the appliqué pattern on the following 2 pages.  Go to the appropriate page, click ‘Print’, and  
 ensure you select the printer to print those 2 pages only. 

3. Trace each of the shapes separately from the pattern onto the paper side of the Vliesofix, leaving approx 1/2in between each shape.   
4. Roughly cut around each shape leaving approx 1/4in around the outside of the shapes.  Iron the fabric side of the Vliesofix of each shape to the BACK of 

your selected fabrics.   Trim the shapes on the outline you previously traced to finalize your shapes.   
4. Tear a sheet of Baking Paper off and lay it on the ironing board.  Take each shape and peel the paper backing off.   Place each shape down beginning with the 

wreath, then the 2 layers of circles before finishing with the ivy pieces.  Overlap each piece according to the pattern. 
5. Once everything is in place, simply give the total design a quick iron.  Carefully lift the full design from the Baking Paper and place it centered onto the 

cream dot tonal fabric.  Iron again. 
6. Using  a blanket stitch and co-ordinating colors, stitch around each individual appliqué piece to ensure they don't move.  IF YOU HAVE A SEWING MACHINE 

WITH FANCY STITCHES, feel free to use something a bit different.   
7. Sew on your preferred buttons or embellishments.  We have used Birch  buttons for this panel.   

 
 



COPYRIGHT 2008 
Buzzy Bee Buttons 

CUT 3  
OF  
EACH  
SIZE 



Advertise with us… 
Are you a designer or do you own a Business? Why not throw your business into the 
spotlight with affordable online advertising.  Not only is your ad published in our online 
magazine for a whole month, all our previous editions remain on the official Inspire 
Online website for readers to be able to look back through and refer to.  Your advertis-
ing dollar remains active as long as your business does.   
 
If you would like advertising information please email us and we will email you a PDF. 
 
Advertise your new product release to the world by advertising in Inspire Online.  Don’t 
wait 3 months for your paper advertising to be printed, tell the International Craft 
Market this month!!! 
 
Nicole—Inspire Online 

Contact us 
 

General Enquiries 
admin@inspireonlinemagazine.com 
Advertising Enquiries 
advertising@inspireonlinemagazine.com 
 

 

About Inspire.. 
USAGE POLICY 

 
Inspire is an Online Magazine that is FREE to download for  
readers.  While the Projects in this magazine are covered by 
Copyright, they can be used by you for personal uses.  If you 
have any questions relating to this, please contact the designer 
for clarification.   
 
The Magazine can be printed by you.  To do this, simply print 
the document like you would any other document.   If you only 
want to print particular pages eg. printables, select which 
pages you want to print when you’re print screen comes up.  

            CREDITS 
 

Graphics used in this Magazine are used in accordance with each 
designers Copyright guidelines.  Commercial licenses have been  

purchased where required.  Graphics by: 
 

Istar55(Cover Photo) 
Snickerdoodle Dreams 

www.primliciousgraphics.com 

       EDITORS 
 

This Magazine has been  
designed and edited by Nicole 
Jones of Buzzy Bee Buttons.  

Project editing and  
management by  
Helen Henry.  

SUBMISSIONS for projects, articles, and advertising are now being booked for the 
next 6 months.  If you are interested in submitting something please email us at  
submission@inspireonlinemagazine.com.  
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